Smooth Fruity Reds

Zingy Fruity Whites

Smooth, full of rich plummy fruit with a hint of black
cherries. Very easy drinking.

A top quality Pinot, dry, crisp, yet aromatic & fruity.

Full flavoured with dark berry fruit and hints of herbs and spices.

Fresh, zesty and herbaceous with citrus flavours from Chile’s
most traditional wine growing region.

Classic floral nose of rose petal and red berry fruit. Well-balanced with
well-integrated tannins.

Red Outside the Box

Sold in many top restaurants, fresh apple and citrus flavours and a crisp finish.

Firm Favourite

A luscious fruity red with an array of ripe berries on the palate and a
good depth of flavour. Served at the Savoy & Ritz Hotel.
Notes of ripe plums, cherry jam and tobacco characterize the bouquet
complemented by noticeable hints of cocoa and vanilla

Medium bodied dry wine with lively peach and nectarine flavours
finishing with a long citrus zest. Time to revisit Chardonnay.

Highly Recommended Reds - Marvellous with Meat

Crisp Elegant Dry Whites

Ripe, powerful with classic blackcurrant and sweet pepper flavours and
smooth, elegant tannins.

Fresh apple style with floral, honeysuckle flavours and a typical
minerally acidity which is the trademark of good Chablis.
Well-balanced apple fruit and citrus lift with well-cut acidity. Excellent.

Vibrant ruby colour with mulberry and plum aromas and hints of
chocolate spice on the nose.

NEW

Whites for the Adventurous
Flavours of blackberries, Christmas cake, a touch of oak and an
appealing spicy finish.

This medium-bodied white is a perfect introduction to an intriguing
variety, laden with characteristic rose petal and lychee flavours..
Slight yellow greenish colour. Seductive scent of spring, white
flowers and fresh tropical fruit.

Think Pink - ‘Real Men Drink Pink’

NEW

The plum fruit has a wonderful touch of spiciness, whilst the integrated oak
characters and soft tannin finish bring out the best in the Shiraz.
Rich & dark with hints of black cherry & liquorice. Voted the world’s best
Malbec in an independent survey.

From the home of blush, light and aromatic, brimming with
strawberry and raspberry fruits with a juicy finish.

International Wine Challenge 2015 Bronze Medal winner.

With delicate aromas of strawberry and raspberry.

Delicate yet complex, with hints of citrus fruit.

Baby Bubbly

Fresh creamy medium dry with hints of apples and pears.
A top quality pink cava with delicious flavours of crushed red berries.

The Queen’s Head Inn
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